President's Perspective

Modernising EADV

What do you think are EADV’s most impressive strengths and achievements in recent years?

Our Academy has in grown leaps and bounds with a notable set of achievements. EADV has also become one of the leading congress organisers in addition to having a rapidly growing membership, now totalling 5200 from over 98 countries!

Our strength is in providing an impressive and expanding variety of educational and fostering activities, as well as research grants and scholarships to provide further specialised education for both young and more experienced dermatologists which will ultimately improve patient care. We also implement many new projects and initiatives, such as the Patient Village for patients’ associations, the “Healthy Skin@Work” pan-European campaign or the Green Flags initiative for GPs. The Academy’s projects are as broad and diverse as its members. This is all impressive and should never be understated.

Which areas most concern you and do you want to address during your presidency?

The growing volume of ideas, requests, projects and developments which mark EADV’s success are conversely also creating concerns. They generate a huge workload, despite the increase in staff over the last few years and require adaptation and reassessment of the workflow and organisation. The previously accumulated experience and support of our Secretary General, Michael Reusch, as well as that of his predecessor Carle Paul, Past-President Erwin Tschachler, Treasurer Martino Neumann, CEO Nancy Induni and of the entire EADV team, are important in achieving this.

What are your major plans for the next two years and beyond?

I believe there are two main areas which the Executive Committee (EC), the Board of Directors and all the EADV collaborators need to focus on: strategy development, and ensuring EADV is a high-performance organisation. A SWOT analysis has been completed in order to identify a series of action points. Now, we need to define the major strategic objectives, identify the required initiatives and prioritise tasks, including timeline planning with a roadmap. The second area requires us to dissect and adapt continued on page 3 ▶▶
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Dear Colleagues and EADV Members,

I will be addressing you regularly from now on as your new EADV News editor and on the occasion of the celebration of a major birthday. Our Academy is turning 30, entering the most productive age. The anniversary finds EADV in a good shape; with approximately 5200 members from 98 countries, annual congresses of an excellent scientific level and participants numbering more than 10,000.

Despite these obvious signs of success, a steady state is known in mathematics as the start of regression (Gaussian function). For this reason, a modernisation process has been initiated, as you can read in the interview with our President, Prof Luca Borradori, and the report of Prof Erwin Tschachler, Past-President, and Dr Michael Reusch, Secretary-General. Entering such a continuous process, EADV asks for the input of its members in order to guide our large vehicle along a safe and successful journey and in the future.

A large scientific association, such as EADV, also has a political responsibility. As you can find in this issue, we have developed activities at the European level in diverse population dermatological issues, such as skin tumours, psoriasis and tattoos, with more thematic projects to follow. If you have a scientific idea with European dermatological relevance do not hesitate to prepare a project and apply (see page 17).

Our society targets the new generations of dermatologists as new active members and is developing several activities to attract them. EADV Scholarships, the EADV Scholarship Alumni Club and also the EADV Fellowships for congress participation and the new members’ breakfast meeting are dedicated to safeguarding EADV’s future. We have experienced a great response so far and all these events will continue to develop with time.

On the other hand, we look with respect towards our founding members, who formed the nucleus of the society and led it to what it is today. We regret to announce the death of one of these pioneers, Prof Kristian Thstrup-Pedersen from Denmark (see Obituary on page 22).

The EADV leadership comes from you, the members. You can meet the newly-elected Executive Committee in the report of the Secretary-General on page 20.

And do not forget: We are looking forward to meeting you in May 2017 for the 14th EADV Spring Symposium in Brussels and in September 2017 for the 26th EADV Congress in Geneva, but also at the numerous Fostering Courses for Residents and Specialists. You will receive guaranteed highly rated education as you can read in the report of the CME-CPD Committee on page 20.

I cordially wish you happy holidays, Merry Christmas and a healthy, happy and successful New Year!

Christos C Zouboulis MD PhD
Editor
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Last year during the press conference of the 24th EADV Congress in Copenhagen, one of the topics that evoked the most reaction from journalists was the risks from tattooing. Infections, allergy and the toxic effects of chemicals in the inks, as well as the fact that about 20% of tattooed people regret their tattoos, were explained to the attending journalists.

We proposed a strategy to reduce the negative impact of body art on public health, insisting on the importance of uniform European legislation and the need for a positive list of safe pigments and ingredients. The EADV Media & PR Committee decided not to wait for initiatives from the European Commission and recently launched a public awareness-raising campaign targeting the young population at risk with a poster and a cartoon video.

EADV campaign

The video was released last June on social media and the EADV website and can be used by everyone interested in the subject. It has already been used for a Belgian tattoo campaign at the “Brussels Summer Festival” (see poster) and the Société Française de Dermatologie (SFD) has put it on their website. We hope that more national societies will follow that example.

At this year’s press conference in Vienna an update was given on what’s happening at EU level. Two initiatives are in the pipeline: one on hygiene and one on the safety of the inks.

Hygiene standard

First, the European Committee for Standardisation (CEN) is developing a European standard on hygiene for tattooists (CEN 435). We expect finalisation of the document in the next months.

Second, building on the preparatory work of the Consumer Safety Network subgroup on tattoos and permanent make-up (PMU), JRC (the Joint Research Centre of the the European Commission, which is essentially its science and knowledge service) recently published its final Report on the Safety of Tattoos and PMU. This underwrites the strategy we proposed in 2015 and stresses the importance of informing the younger generation. The report also confirms that the requirements for inks as proposed in the Council of Europe CoE Res Ap 2008(1) are insufficient to guarantee the safety of the inks. Based on this publication, the European Commission requested the European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) to assess whether there is a need to restrict certain substances used in tattoo inks and PMU.

Ink safety

REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemical substances) is the EU system for industry’s registration of chemicals produced in amounts over one ton per year. The system was introduced in 2007, since when some 120,000 chemicals have been registered. The information ECHA will need to make a decision about tattoo inks is highly dependent on the co-operation of manufacturers and importers. Tattoo inks are complex formulations and mostly mixtures of different substances including pigments, dyes, preservatives and additives. Some are imported as finished products mostly from the USA, others are manufactured in Europe with components that are imported or produced in Europe. Other sources are from the Asian/Chinese market. The quality and composition of the end product is often not in accordance with the requirements that were proposed in the CoE Res Ap 2008 (1) and some of them contain CMR (carcinogenic, mutagenic and reprotoxic) ingredients or could release toxic metabolites in the skin.

The interested parties await with some anxiety ECHA’s conclusion on whether chemicals used in tattoo inks will come under REACH. Indeed, if the decision is positive, it is quite possible that many ingredients and pigments in current inks will ultimately be considered unsafe. However, if the tattooists can no longer order the colours of their choice, with the brightness and texture they prefer, we could witness a shift towards the black market. The use of untested imported inks, or clandestine tattooing could create an even more unsafe situation.

Starting from a positive list of approved ingredients could be a good solution, but this requires good collaboration between the manufacturers, scientists and authorities. We realise that this will be a slow and difficult process, with lobbying from different sides. We hope that with our scientific knowledge we will be able to influence the decisions in a favourable direction in order to create safe inks and limit the risks of toxicity in the future.

*The video and the poster of the campaign are available on the EADV website: www.eadv.org/. They are free to download so please use them to help us spread the message.

Christa de Cuyper MD
Member
Media & PR Committee
A breakfast event to welcome the newest members of our Academy was organised by the Membership Committee and held on 29 September during the 25th EADV Congress.

Over 100 new members from all around the world took part. Following a welcome speech by Assoc Prof Karel Ettler, Membership Committee Chairperson, they were presented with their official certificates of membership and took the opportunity to share ideas and experiences, and learn more about the activities of the Academy.

Newly-elected member of the Membership Committee, Dr Irene Stefanaki commented: “During the 25th EADV Congress in Vienna I had the chance to attend the welcome breakfast and to have a talk with many of the new members of our Academy. All were excited to attend the Congress and eager to learn about the various member benefits, such as Fostering courses, scholarships and grants, in order to make the most of it. Collaboration, communication, continuous education and training, and – most importantly – the sense of a dynamic, vivid and united scientific community form the spirit of our European dermato-venereology society. In my view, this combination of unity and excellence is the best way to face the multiple challenges of our times. So I urge you to “bring a friend” to join the EADV family!”

View from a new member

“I heard about EADV when I was a medical student and started to show an interest in dermatology. This year, I had the pleasure to be an active participant in the 25th EADV Congress in Vienna. The thing that I found very interesting about this congress is that it gave a great opportunity to hear wonderful lectures, to become familiar with dermatological problems in different parts of the world and to learn about different approaches. A lot of research results have been presented, and that is something that I really appreciate about the EADV Congress - the combination of science and clinical experiences. Therefore, I would like to strongly recommend the annual congress not only to clinicians and residents, but also to basic scientists. Last but not least, I like the congress because it gives me the possibility to see, at least once a year, dear colleagues from all around Europe that I have known for a certain period, and also to meet new ones. EADV gathers people with the same passion about dermato-venereology and science, and encourages both more experienced and junior members to become actively involved in the life of EADV. There are a lot of interesting EADV events every year, and attending these events could be extremely beneficial, since they provide up-to-date knowledge.”

Marija Stankovic MD
Junior EADV Member

EADV MEMBERS

Don’t forget to settle your membership dues for 2017 before 31 January 2017!

Payments may be settled online via the EADV website: www.eadv.org/members/memberships

If you have a problem settling your membership dues, please contact membership@eadv.org
The Wound Healing Foundation (WHF), founded in 1999, is a public 501(c)(3) non-profit organisation dedicated to improving wound healing worldwide through funding research, education, and outreach. The Foundation was formed by dedicated medical and scientific professionals committed to wound care and to providing patients, researchers, healthcare professionals, and their healthcare systems with the resources to make significant contributions in the critical, albeit under-appreciated, area of wound healing.

Programmes such as funding in vitro and in vivo wound research by WHF are not only needed, but provide money for key wound and scar areas of importance. Providing a free, online, moderated wound support community allows patients from all over the world to interact with WHF and other patients and caregivers and gives them a voice.

Professionals have the opportunity to listen and be inspired by the annual WHF-Hunt lecture given by innovative researchers from a variety of fields that impact wound research. Although based in the USA, programmes are globally impacting and beneficial, as resources permit. The WHF mission is met through the efforts of dedicated volunteers and donations from individuals and corporations.

Patient Village

WHF is consistently working to raise the visibility and increase education of the issues with wound healing and scarring. It offers both clinicians and patients resources in this field and the EADV Congress hosted many clinicians from over 20 countries at the Patient Village.

Wound Healing Foundation

T

Did you know?

- Wounds and scars are associated with high levels of pain, anxiety and negatively impact QoL.
- Chronic wound prevalence in US >6.5 million and >200,000 in the UK.
- Cost of chronic wound care is approximately $20-25 billion in the US and £3.1 billion in the UK.
- Wounds are a global epidemic.
- Mortality rates of patients with diabetic wounds have a 45-55% five-year mortality rate greater than most cancers including melanoma’s rate of 7%.

Did you know?

The Wound Healing Foundation (WHF) Mission:

Improving the quality of life for wound healing patients and their families through support of awareness, research and education.

- Awareness – WHF raises awareness of the millions of people worldwide with difficulty in wound healing
- Research – WHF raises grant funds to support research dedicated to all wound healing processes, including scarring
- Education – WHF supports educational outreach with lectures, brochures and support documents for providers, systems, and patient on wound healing and optimizing wound care.
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searching for resources to take home to their patients.

More research funding
It was helpful to hear more about educational unmet needs, but also the need for research funding. Having so many disease advocacy organisations within one Patient Village was a positive opportunity to make connections for many. By the end of the conference, all of the organisations' representatives had shared experiences, emails and ideas to help the dermatological patient and their clinicians.

Patient session
EADV held a special patient session and all of the Patient Village representatives were invited to attend. Each speaker approached the topic differently, but effectively, encouraging both clinicians and patients to use their time effectively. Most important, however, is the need to listen to one another for the best possible outcome. Watching the role play of the patient and clinician shed light on the perception and experience from both sides.

EADV was a wonderful host to WHF and we applaud their efforts to engage and partner with non-profits like us. Together we can provide both clinicians and wounded patients with the tools needed to make their outcomes successful!

Information on WHF funding, lectures, programmes, deadlines and news can be found on the website: www.woundhealingfoundation.org.

Apply for an EADV Research Fellowship!

The purpose of the Research Fellowship is to provide support for young dermatologists or trainees in dermatology-venereology or junior scientists from other basic science disciplines (post-doctoral scientists) to receive advanced training on basic or clinical research in dermatology and venereology in a high standard clinical or research centre at a country other than their own.

The ultimate goal of the Fellowship is to support the initiation of an academic career by the Fellow/Young Investigator, to transfer knowledge and technical skills to their home institution and promote the establishment of research collaborations among European and international centres.

How do I apply for a Research Fellowship?

Please consult the Research Fellowship page on the EADV website:
http://www.eadv.org/project-proposals/submit-research-fellowship

Projects must be submitted online:

Opening of the Research Fellowship call (round 2017/2018): January 2017
Deadline for project submission: 30 April 2017
During the 25th EADV Congress in Vienna the EADV Honours and Awards Committee (HAC), chaired by Dr Michael Boffa, honoured young colleagues from around the world with EADV scholarship awards. Of 37 applicants from Central, Eastern, Northern and Western European countries for the Michael Hornstein Memorial Scholarship, 17 received the scholarship. Fifty young doctors from Mediterranean countries and Southern Europe applied for the John Stratigos Memorial Scholarship and 12 were awarded. For the Imrich Sarkany Non-European Memorial Scholarship there were 52 applicants and 8 winners (see table on next page). Three winners received the EADV-AAD Grant. The HAC also provided 500 fellowships of a reduced registration fee for the Congress in Vienna. The Alumni Club Lecturer of the Year award was won by Assoc Prof Razvigor Darlenski from Bulgaria, a promising and active EADV member.

Every year, EADV announces scholarships and awards not only for applicants from European countries but from around the world. The HAC is pleased that applications for EADV scholarships have increased steadily during the past years and strongly encourages residents and junior colleagues to apply (http://www.eadv.org/scholarships).

Honours and Awards Committee
BOFFA Michael (MT) Chairperson
COSGAREA Rodica (RO)
DARLENSKI Razvigor (BG)
POPESCU Catalin Mihai (RO)
SKILJEVIC Dusan (SR)
ZOUBOULIS Christos C (DE) co-opted, former Chairperson
LIAKOU Aikaterini (DE) co-opted, Junior member

A word from some of the winners...

Dr Ana Brasileiro, Portugal, John Stratigos Memorial Scholarship
“I am from Portugal and finished my dermatology residency in April 2016. I am very happy to win this scholarship because I now have the opportunity to become a member of the Alumni Club and meet other people at EADV congresses. My special interests are autoimmune diseases, allergies and urticaria.”

Dr Insaf Ramli, Morocco, John Stratigos Memorial Scholarship
“I am a 4th year dermatology resident. I am happy and proud to have been chosen for this scholarship. I think that EADV gives the opportunity to all of us to become active members of the European dermatological community and I feel in a way to be the ambassador of my country. I am especially interested in inflammatory diseases, psoriasis and atopic dermatitis and hope to have the opportunity to further specialise in future.”

Dr Anete Ezerina, Latvia, Michael Hornstein Memorial Scholarship
“I am a third-year dermatology resident in Riga. I am happy to have applied and received this scholarship because this way people from Baltic States have more opportunity to participate in EADV congresses and conferences. My particular interest is psoriasis and its impact on patients’ quality of life.”

Dr Pablo Vieyra Garcia, Austria, Michael Hornstein Memorial Scholarship
“I am from Mexico but have lived for three and a half years in Graz, Austria. I am currently finishing my PhD in immunology and biology. I feel very honoured by this scholarship and am further motivated to continue my studies in skin immunology, which is a very exciting and inspiring field.”

Assoc Prof Razvigor Darlenski, Bulgaria, Alumni Club Lecturer of the Year
“It is a great honour to receive this high award from EADV. It comes at a very special moment for me as I have just become a father for the second time. This is a recognition not only for me but for Bulgarian dermatology in general. With my research interests focused on skin allergy, non-invasive measurements in dermatology, and psychodermatology I hope I can contribute to the understanding of skin diseases.”
EADV Scholarship Alumni Club

The EADV Scholarship Alumni Club was founded in 2012 and is open to EADV scholarship winners who remain EADV members. Membership is steadily growing and the club now has 158 members. Membership is free. Newly joined alumni receive a special ‘Alumni Club’ pin during the Scholarship Ceremony at the EADV Congress and are invited to become actively involved in EADV activities.

Benefits include:

• The opportunity to become the next “Lecturer of the Year”: the successful recipient is invited to give a brief lecture on his/her work and career during the Scholarship Ceremony (the next call for this Award will be in January 2017)

• An invitation to attend every year the Scholarship Ceremony during EADV Congresses

• A possibility to be selected as a lecturer for EADV scientific sessions thanks to the “Scholarship Alumni Club database” created to help the Scientific Programming Committee find young lecturers with a high impact factor

• The possibility to actively participate in the life of EADV since the different EADV committees may co-opt junior members from the Scholarship Alumni Club database.

The Honours and Awards Committee is working on other initiatives to involve alumni in EADV activities and strongly encourages scholarship winners to become and remain members of the Alumni Club.

Alumni Club Membership
Membership has continued to increase as shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of Alumni</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scholarship Winners 2016
30 September 2016, Vienna, Austria

Michael Hornstein Memorial Scholarship Winners
Dr Pablo Augusto Vieyra Garcia  
Dr Ifigenia Spanoudi Kitrimi  
Dr Tamara Jovovic Sadikovic  
Dr Ivan Peev  
Dr Alexander Egeberg  
Dr Ioannis Karagiannidis  
Dr Rita Abraham  
Dr Roisin Carmel O’Connor  
Dr Anete Ezerina  
Dr Maciej Jacek Pastuszzak  
Dr Andrea Antonio  
Dr Anastasia Allenova  
Dr Masa Binic  
Dr Louai Adnan K Salah  
Dr Seyed Morteza Seyed Jafari  
Dr Kristina Kochet  
Dr Pratva Suranjan Amani Jayasekera

John Stratigos Memorial Scholarship Winners
Dr Erisa Alia  
Dr Oussama Djeddou  
Dr Engi Seif Eleslam Shaker Abbass  
Dr Giulia Ciccarese  
Dr Matteo Megna  
Dr Liam Mercieca  
Dr Inssaf Ramli  
Dr Nissrine Amraoui  
Dr Ana Filipa Marques Brasilheiro  
Dr Ana Batalla Ceby  
Dr Emna Bahloul  
Dr Ezgi Ozkur

EADV-AAD Grant Winners
Dr Lauren Michelle Madigan  
Dr Marjon Vatanchi  
Dr Nita Kohli

Alumni Club Lecturer of the Year
Assoc Prof Razvigor Darlenski

Imrich Sarkany Non-European Memorial Scholarship Winners
Dr Rashi Minnocha  
Dr Rafael Tomaz Gomes  
Dr Vishal Gupta  
Dr Geeti Khullar  
Dr Savita Yadav  
Dr Katleen Paola De Franca  
Dr Wai Chong Wong  
Dr Sevara Muminova
Key performance indicators (KPIs) are used to evaluate the success of an organisation and the activity in which it engages. They are comprised of operational goals as well as strategic ones.

The Academy has been evaluated by several such KPIs and has proven to be highly successful in many of these aspects. For example, since its founding in 1987 it has seen a continual rise in membership, now topping 5000 members; its congresses now regularly draw over 10,000 participants; its financial base is sound, allowing it to accomplish the Academy’s missions such as the Fostering programmes for residents, the funding of research projects and fellowships for young dermatologists and venereologists; and many other areas.

Prepared for the future

When things are going well it is the time to think about and prepare for future challenges. For this reason, over the past two years the EADV leadership has analysed the opportunities and potential risks the Academy could face in the coming years.

One of the items in this analysis, and which took centre stage, was the statutory framework of the Academy, which was essentially conceived 30 years ago for a much smaller and less complex organisation.

Therefore, the EADV Board, together with the Executive Committee and the Statutes and Development Committee, has reviewed the current Statutes and has come up with proposals for adaptations to fit the current state of the Academy.

In order to increase the Academy’s responsiveness and reduce the delay for decision-making, several control functions will be transferred to the Board. At the same time, the Executive Committee will take on more responsibilities for decisions on the everyday activities of the Academy. Lastly, taking into account the Academy’s increasing international membership and to give it a voice, in the future two international Board members will be elected by our non-European members.

Evolutionary change

These changes represent a gentle modernisation and adaptation where necessary, while preserving the core attributes of the Academy. They serve to increase functionality and flexibility, as well as maintain control and responsibility.

These changes to the statutes have been accepted by an overwhelming majority of the Board of Directors (90% of those who voted). They are available on the EADV website for your detailed review.

On behalf of the Board of Directors and the Executive Committee, we would like to ask for your strong support of these amendments to our statutes in order to safeguard the future prospects of the EADV.

Prof Erwin Tschachler
EADV Past-President

Dr Michael Reusch
EADV Secretary General
Dear Members,

Adaptability and flexibility are the governing rules of modern living, which however are limited by what Franz Kafka alludes to as omnipresent and omniscient bureaucracy. EADV plays a major role on the global scene of dermato-venereology. Therefore, it is essential that it not be restrained by bureaucracy.

Under the direction of the Executive Committee, a working group (WG) was commissioned to brainstorm on the structures of our Academy. Michael Reusch, our new Secretary General and leader of the working group, reported on its conclusions at the Board meeting in Athens in May 2016.

To allow for more adaptability and reactivity, the reflection of the WG was mainly to reinforce the role of the Board of Directors and the role of the Executive Committee (EC). The principle behind the change was agreed upon by more than a two-thirds majority of the Board of Directors, thus leading the Statutes and Development Committee to work on new Statutes.

The final draft was submitted by our lawyer to the Swiss authorities in order to guarantee compliance with Swiss law as well as ensure the maintenance of the Academy’s tax-exempt status in case the new Statutes are approved. The draft was accepted by the Registry of Commerce and the Revenue Office.

The new Statutes were presented to the Board by Michael Reusch and myself, as Chair of the Statutes and Development Committee, in Vienna (September 2016). The changes were voted on and approved.

It is now the responsibility of EADV members, as the “safeguarders” of the democratic process, to approve the new Statutes via an electronic vote and an Extraordinary General Meeting to be held at the Brussels Spring Symposium in May 2017.

Before ending this letter, I would like to thank the members of the WG and the Statutes and Development Committee for their hard work and dedication to modernising the Academy.

Let’s open up to modernity!

Pierre Wolkenstein MD PhD
Chairperson Statutes & Development Committee

NOTICE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENERAL MEETING

Notice is hereby given that an Extraordinary General Meeting (EGM) of EADV will be held on

THURSDAY, 25 MAY 2017

Square Brussels Meeting Centre - Panoramic Hall, Floor 05, Brussels, Belgium

At 12:45 hours (CET) (Registration will open at 12:15 hours CET)

AGENDA

1. Amendments to the Statutes*

Prof Luca Borradori
EADV President

Dr Michael Reusch
EADV Secretary General

Dear EADV Members,

You will find the draft of the new Statutes as well as additional information related to the vote (i.e. when it will take place and how it will be managed, including information on the electronic vote) and EGM on the official EADV website. Therefore, we invite you all to visit our website to adequately prepare for the EGM and make a well-informed decision.

Sincerely

Michael Reusch MD
EADV Secretary General

December 2016

*Amendments to the Statutes are regulated by the EADV Statutes – Section 23.

“The Academy in General Meeting by a majority of not less than two thirds of the members voting may extend, amend or appeal the Statutes for the time being in force. Voting will not be limited to eligible members physically present at the Extra Ordinary General Meeting but will include the option of electronic and/or postal voting. A copy of every proposed amendment to the Statutes which is to be laid before the General Meeting of the Academy shall not less than six weeks before the date of the General Meeting be sent (together with all necessary accompanying documentation and voting papers) to each member of the Academy by ordinary mail and/or by publication in the EADV News and/or official journal of the Academy and/or electronically and/or via the EADV website. Amendments to the Statutes may either be accepted or rejected at the General Meeting but may not be altered or amended from the floor of the General Meeting.”
Dear Colleagues,

As Chairperson of the 14th EADV Spring Symposium and on behalf of the Local Organising Committee, I am very pleased to invite you to Brussels from 25 to 28 May 2017.

In an inspiring and international environment, the Symposium will present a high-level clinical and scientific programme characterised by a selection of relevant topics based on local expertise and interest. Dedicated tracks will focus on clinico-pathological correlation, contact allergy and occupational dermatology, skin diseases and systemic inflammation, dermato-oncology, as well as dermatosurgery. As in the past, the event will be spread over three days (Thursday to Saturday) and four tracks: Review and Updates aimed at Board-Certified dermato-venereologists; stimulating Plenary Lectures for all to attend; thought-provoking Free Communications sessions highlighting the latest research and findings, and a single track dedicated to Juniors and Residents.

Discover Brussels
Brussels, the capital of Europe, is a multicultural city well known for its tourist attractions, such as the Grand’Place, Atomium, European Parliament, Palais Royal and Manneken-Pis. The city offers an exciting cultural and social life, including museums (Magritte, Fine Arts, Natural Sciences, Comic Strips among them), concert halls, street art, as well as renowned bars and restaurants. Indeed, in Brussels you will find many traditional and new places to savour waffles, chocolates, frites or drink specialist beers. Brussels is easily reachable by plane (Brussels National Airport-Zaventem is only 15km from the city centre), and is well served by high-speed direct rail connections from Paris, London, Amsterdam and Cologne – all within 2 hours.

The Square Meeting Centre is the spacious and modern conference venue of the Spring Symposium. Located in the heart of the city, it offers panoramic views of the local surroundings and will offer an unforgettable experience for everyone to enjoy.

I look forward to meeting you soon!

Jo Lambert MD PhD
Chairperson
14th EADV Spring Symposium

Key dates
ABSTRACT SUBMISSION DEADLINE 28 December 2016
ABSTRACT EVALUATION DeadLINE 16 March 2017
EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION DEADLINE 18 February 2017
LATE REGISTRATION DEADLINE 8 March 2017
OPENING OF THE SYMPOSIUM 25 May 2017

FOR FULL PROGRAMME AND REGISTRATION INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.EADVBRUSSELS2017.ORG
Apply for Fellowships

14th Spring Symposium, Brussels

EADV will offer 100 fellowships of reduced registration fee (EUR 100) to dermatologists and venereologists who are not otherwise supported to attend the 14th Spring Symposium in Brussels, Belgium.

To apply for a fellowship, please submit your online application form at:
www.eadvbrussels2017.org/grants/fellowship

Deadline: 15 February 2017 at midnight CET

Make sure to read the recently updated Terms and Conditions carefully and provide the following information:

- EADV membership number (if you are an EADV member)
- List of EADV events attended (Congress, Symposium, Fostering course or any other EADV event)
- Motivation to attend the Spring Symposium (3-5 sentences)
Call for applications – Scholarships

The EADV Honours and Awards Committee, under the chairmanship of Dr Michael Boffa, offers scholarships consisting of a free registration to the Congress and EUR 1000, minus the fee of a one-year EADV membership (for the upcoming calendar year), according to the status of each recipient.

1. Michael Hornstein Memorial Scholarship
EADV will offer this scholarship to one selected applicant from each Central, Eastern, Western & Northern European country.

2. John Stratigos Memorial Scholarship
EADV will offer this scholarship to one selected applicant from each Southern European & Mediterranean country.

3. Imrich Sarkany NonEuropean Memorial Scholarship
EADV will offer this scholarship to a maximum of eight (8) young dermatovenereologists from non-European countries.

Mandatory Criteria
- Young dermatovenereologists or residents/trainees under 35 years of age
- Must not have previously received an EADV Scholarship
- Must have adequate knowledge of the English language

Required documentation
(in English only)
- The Scholarship Application Form completed online
- A short CV (not more than 3 pages)
- A list of publications written as explained in the document “How to prepare my publications list” available online
- A letter of support written by a “Specialist” EADV member endorsing the application
- A letter of support, written on official headed paper, signed and stamped, written either by the training director/head of department, hospital or clinic endorsing the application
- A current copy of the applicant’s training certificate in English indicating the start and end date or specialist certificate
- A copy of ID (ie identity card, passport) with a passport-size photo

Important: Only complete applications filled in according to the requested format will be considered by the Honours and Awards Committee. Applications that are incomplete and/or not filled in according to the requested format will be automatically rejected

Opening day: 10 January 2017

Application deadline: 10 April 2017 (12:00 am CET)

Further information & application form available at: www.eadv.org/scholarships

Note: If you are not eligible for our scholarships, you may apply for a fellowship!
ELECTION TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2017–2020
TO THE ICELANDIC SPECIALIST MEMBERS OF EADV:

Notice is hereby given that the position below on the EADV Board of Directors will open on 9 January 2017.

Voting members from the following countries are eligible to elect their national representatives to the EADV Board of Directors:

ICELAND (1 vacancy)

Nominations for the position of representatives to the Board of Directors must be submitted to the Secretary General by 6 February 2017 at 23:59 Central European Time.

All potential candidates are requested to carefully read and respect the following instructions:

- Only Specialist Members in good standing and with voting rights are entitled to stand for election.
- The nominees must represent the country in which their EADV membership is registered (i.e. Registration Country stated in the membership application).
- Candidates must be proposed and seconded by two EADV voting members in good standing who are registered in the same country as the nominee.
- The term of office of a Board Member is three years with a one-time possibility of re-election.

A complete application is comprised of the following:
1. The Nomination Form signed by the applicant and by the two endorsers
2. A short CV (max. 2 A4 pages)
3. Recent head and shoulder photograph
4. A Mission Statement (max. 300 words)
5. An updated and signed Conflict of Interest Disclosure Form
6. A signed Code of Conduct

The necessary forms as well as other relevant information and instructions can be found on the official EADV website (www.eadv.org).

Incomplete or late nominations will not be accepted.

All applications will be subject to approval by the Nomination and Election Monitoring Committee (NEMC). All nominees will be required to sign a Code of Behaviour upon NEMC approval of the nomination.

The election of EADV Board Members will be conducted electronically in March 2016. It will be managed by Electoral Reform Services (ERS) of London. The voting system used is safe and confidential.

Michael Reusch MD
EADV Secretary General

December 2016
Dear Friends and Colleagues,

We are delighted to invite you to Geneva, the largest French-speaking city in Switzerland, headquarters of the United Nations, Red Cross and World Health Organization, and location of the next annual EADV Congress. Switzerland is also home to EADV’s headquarters office where many of the congress-related activities begin.

It will be an honour to welcome our most distinguished experts in dermatology, venereology and other related disciplines both as speakers and participants. Geneva will also be the perfect setting to discuss and share best practices, the ideal exchange platform to stimulate interaction and gain new knowledge, and an idyllic location to network and meet with peers.

The Geneva programme is now complete thanks to the tremendous work of the Scientific Programming Committee (SPC), co-opted and ex-officio members, the Fostering Trainee Education Committee, Board Members, subspecialty society experts and task force coordinators, who have all contributed to the creation of an even better scientific programme. The intensive four-day conference will include more than 150 stimulating sessions from contributors originating from more than 30 different countries worldwide.

Programme highlights

All major fields of dermatology, including the fast moving field of dermat-oncology, psoriasis, inflammatory and allergic diseases, as well as dermato-surgery, infections and STIs, topical and systemic treatments, and clinic-pathological correlations will be presented by leading experts in the fields.

More than 700 star speakers with established publication records and high presentation scores in recent years have been strategically included in the programme. Eminent speakers will represent the northern, southern, eastern and western regions of the European continent, Asia, the Americas and Africa. Well-known guests from other disciplines will also broaden our views with their extensive knowledge and experience.

The tracks will be complemented by keynote lectures given by internationally recognised experts.

This year’s ‘hot topic’ focuses on “Clinical immunology: The new immunotherapies”, for the practising dermatologist. More than 30 of Europe’s leading immunologists will teach us clinicians what we need to know about allergic, autoimmune and autoinflammatory diseases, immunodeficiencies, as well as the immunotherapies of infectious and malignant diseases.

The 2017 Aesthetic Sunday programme has been created by 10 globally renowned specialists and will most certainly satisfy your requests for excellence and training in aesthetics and cosmetic dermatology. One whole day will be dedicated to the basics and “hot topics” on Sunday, 17 September. Subjects ranging from “Energy-based devices, including lasers” to “Peels”, “Fillers”, “Botulinum toxin” “Threads”, “Scars”, “Complications”, plus much more, will be covered in four parallel tracks.

Our collaboration with other societies continues to flourish and we are delighted to invite back our American colleagues for the Joint EADV/AAD Symposium on Friday, 15 September, as well as our European researchers who will take the stage shortly afterwards in the ESDR session.

Other highlights include the popular Spotlights sessions which will provide new information and latest developments on a wide spectrum of areas in dermatology and venereology; the Late-breaking News summarising the most recent, important studies published to date; the EADV President’s Symposium featuring three eminent speakers from Europe and...
Submit your Project to EADV!

In order to meet the increased number of submissions for funding, EADV has created the Project Proposal Review Committee to ensure an objective and standardised assessment of proposals.

How do I submit my project?
A list of criteria has been established by the committee to evaluate the submitted projects, please consult the PPRC page on the EADV website:

http://www.eadv.org/project-proposals/submit-project-proposal

Projects should be submitted online:

Opening of next submission round (2017-2018): January 2017
Deadline for project submission (2017-2018): 30 April 2017
New Transparency Policy Regarding Industry

EADV committed to full compliance

Some of the activities of our Academy are financially supported by industry. This interaction is regulated on the basis of contracts and agreements signed by both parties. Rights and duties, terms and conditions are laid out, reviewed and renegotiated for each EADV event.

Industry’s new code

Over the past months, one of the major issues in renegotiating any agreement has been transparency. Industry has established its own new code. For Europe, and therefore for the Academy, this means that every Euro given to doctors shall be disclosed to the public, in general via the internet, and more specifically, on the companies’ websites.

Increasing trust

EADV is committed to full compliance with any regulation. In addition, the relationship with industry is one of the key factors for the present and future development of the Academy. This is why EADV has looked into the new requirements of industry and has recently established a new policy concerning transparency.

In particular, it has been agreed that any decision to disclose information to the public is under the sole responsibility of industry, without any involvement of the Academy.

However, and bearing in mind that transparency is a necessary tool to create trust, every time industry requires preliminary approval before publishing, the Academy will evaluate what information they intend reporting on and how on a case-by-case basis.

EADV will give its approval for publication if the information is clear and if, and only if, the information pertains to the Academy.

Improving clarity

To conclude the presentation of this new set of circumstances and procedures, it is important to specify that the policy of the Academy concerns only contributions and information directly related to the Academy itself. Contributions given to individual members, even if connected to one of the Academy’s educational events, are not the business of the Academy. This kind of disclosure is a private matter between the individual and the industry and, therefore, not within the Academy’s power.

Ms Nancy Induni
EADV Chief Executive Officer
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A few months ago, we successfully concluded the most important dermatovenereological meeting at European level: the annual EADV Congress held last October in Vienna.

This is a good reason to provide you with the feedback from evaluation forms that were submitted by the congress participants.

The returned evaluation forms were comparable to those from Copenhagen, Amsterdam or Istanbul concerning the percentage of responding residents and percentage of participants whose registration fee was paid by industry, with a slight decrease in the latter. Since the Athens Spring Symposium, in May, participants have been able to choose between filling in a printed evaluation form or an electronic version via the smartphone event app.

The 2016 annual EADV Congress proved to be yet another successful scientific and social event. Special thanks and congratulations go to our host Prof Erwin Tschachler and his team, who supported the hard-working SPC and EADV administrative staff.

The invaluable feedback from session evaluation forms and headcounts shows that all scientific sessions were evaluated as highly important and informative. The difference between the best and worst ranked ones was just 29 percentage points:

• Highest (best) rating: 96%
• Lowest (worst) rating: 67%

The most attended sessions
1. Plenaries and spotlights
2. Dermoscopy
3. Nail disorders
4. Non-melanoma skin cancer
5. Skin infections
6. Melanoma
7. Itch and itch management
eosinophilic and sclerosing diseases
8. HIV + STIs
9. Autoimmune diseases
10. Life-threatening skin diseases
11. Skin diseases in general medicine
12. Cutaneous T-cell and B-cell lymphomas
13. Autoimmune diseases
14. Chronic inflammatory diseases
15. Vasculitis
16. Vasculopathies and treatment and skin infections.

Top-rated sessions
SCORING ABOVE 90%*
The top highest rated sessions scoring above 90% were dermoscopy • presentation and communication skills workshop • aesthetic lasers II • infectious diseases • dermatology in pregnancy • fillers I

SCORING BETWEEN 90 AND 84%*
Nail disorders • HIV • auto-inflammatory and neutrophilic diseases • vasculitis, vasculopathies and treatment • cutaneous T-cell and B-cell lymphomas • melanoma • non-melanoma skin cancer • drug reactions: new aspects • emergencies: recognition and treatment • autoimmune bullous diseases • clinicopathological correlation • allergy • drug reaction and urticaria • surgical therapy • paediatric dermatology • joint EADV/AAD session • skin infections (bacterial, viral, parasitic and fungal) • chronic inflammatory diseases • ageing and treatment options • itch and itch management • eosinophilic and sclerosing diseases • HIV + STIs • eczemas and type IV allergies • atopic dermatitis • psoriasis • controversies in STIs.

TOP SPEAKERS
The EADV Vienna Congress hosted 531 speakers from 55 countries. Countries represented with at least 10 speakers per country included the United Kingdom, Canada, the Netherlands, USA, Switzerland, Portugal, Germany, Belgium, Denmark and Austria.


On a positive note, 16% of returned evaluation forms came from residents and 1% from nurses, while 42% of respondents had their registration paid by industry (compared to 43% in Copenhagen, 43% in Amsterdam, 49% in Istanbul or 50% in Prague). A corollary to this is that 18% of respondents felt that sessions contained commercial bias compared to 19% in Copenhagen, and 20% in Amsterdam and Istanbul.

Noteworthy comments included the need for better slide preparation, slower delivery, clinical relevance and complaints related to speakers’ English.

The SPC and CME-CPD committees will as always do their utmost to address these issues. The overall comments were, however, very positive: 93% wished to hear a session about the same topic next year.

Petr Arenberger MD PhD
Chairperson
CME-CPD Committee

*for which at least 50 evaluation forms were received
Dear EADV Members,

It is with great pleasure that my first EADV News update to you as Secretary General is to report on the recently held elections for President-Elect, Board Representatives to the EC, Board Members and Committee Members.

Your vote counts!

While many nominations were received, voter turnout could still be greatly improved. EADV is founded on democracy and all members in good standing in their second year or more of membership are entitled to vote. And your votes do count! With a quickly growing Academy facing new challenges due to its size and adapting itself to becoming a modern institution, it is essential that you elect candidates who not only act as your spokespersons, but who also work to strengthen and modernise the Academy.

That said, I thank all those ending their terms of office without whom the Academy would not be here:

Jana Hercogová (Past President), Peter Bloch (Board Member, Switzerland), Magnus Bruze (Board Member, Sweden), Matilda Bylaite (Board Member, Lithuania), Pavel Chernetsov (Board Member, Ukraine), Marcel Jonkman (Board Member, Netherlands), Alexey Kubanov (Board Member, Russia), Colm O’Mahony (Board Member, United Kingdom), Kristen Thorisdottir (Board Member, Iceland), Mihaela Leventer (CME-CPD Committee), Michael Reusch (Finance Committee), Erwin Tschachler (Past President), Jana Kazandjieva (Ethics Committee), Peter Bloch (Finance Committee), Michela Starace (FTEC), Jørgen Serup (Membership Committee), Michael Reusch (Finance Committee), Michela Starace (FTEC), Jørgen Serup (Membership Committee), Antonio Massa (PPRC)

And now…… the winners of the 2016 EADV elections are:

Carle Paul – President-Elect, Matilda Bylaite – Board Representative to the EC, Branka Marinovic – Board Representative to the EC, Werner Aberer – Board Member, Austria (consecutive second term), Yurii Andrashko – Board Member, Ukraine, Elena Araviliskaia – Board Member, Russia, Dusan Buchvald – Board Member, Slovakia (consecutive second term), Michael Cork – Board Member, United Kingdom, Christa de Cuyper – Board Member, Belgium (consecutive second term), Mette Deleuran – Board Member, Denmark (consecutive second term), Véronique del Marmol – Board Member, Belgium (consecutive second term), Menno Gaastra – Board Member, Netherlands, Daiva Jasaitiene – Board Member, Lithuania, Paolo Massa – Board Member, Portugal (consecutive second term), Milos Nikolic – Board Member, Serbia (consecutive second term), John Paoli – Board Member, Sweden, Luis Puig – Board Member, Spain (consecutive second term), Annamari Ranki – Board Member, Finland (consecutive second term), Jørgen Serup – Board Member, Denmark (second term), Pierre Wolkenstein – Board Member, France (consecutive second term), Jean-Luc Bernabo – CME-CPD Committee, Aikaterini Patsatsi – CME-CPD Committee, Jean-Michel Amici – Ethics Committee, Zeljko Mijuskovic – Ethics Committee, Mirjana Milinkovic – Ethics Committee, Frederic Caux – Finance Committee, George-Sorin Tiplica – Finance Committee, Julian Lambert – Finance Committee (co-opted), Pedrag Stilet – Fostering Trainee Education Committee, Mattias Augustin – Media and PR Committee (co-opted), Irene Stefanaki – Membership Committee, Milos Nikolic – Nomination & Election Monitoring Committee, Véronique del Marmol – Project Proposal Review Committee, Thrasyvoulos Tzellos – Project Proposal Review Committee, Daniel Hohl – Statutes and Development Committee, Christos Zouboulis – EADV News Editor

To all the reconfirmed co-opted Committee members, keep up to the good work! I am sure that we will all make a strong team and work hard to make our Academy even stronger and more successful than it is today!

Michael Reusch MD
Secretary General

Lastly, meet the members of the new Executive Committee:
Kristian graduated from medical school at Aarhus University in 1971. He used his first year of medicine to improve his skills in immunology at the University of Aarhus and this interest followed him for life. In 1975, he received a one-year research scholarship at Yale University in New Haven, USA, where he obtained his medical doctorate degree in 1978. Dermatology won his interest and heart, and he became a specialist in 1982. Kristian became a consultant at the Dept of Dermatology, Marselisborg Hospital, Aarhus in 1984, and in 1987 he was appointed Professor and remained in that position until 2003. For two periods: 1998-2000 and 2003-2005, Kristian was Visiting Professor at King Faisal Specialist Hospital and Research Centre in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. For the last 10 years of his working life he established himself as a practising specialist in dermatology. Kristian had an amazing ability to believe in young people and their skills while giving them a loving push forward. It was expected that you were diligent, but if the experiments in the laboratory did not go so well for a period, you could always seek encouragement and inspiration. Patients also had great confidence in him, and they were always listened to and treated carefully, in a professionally competent way. Kristian was a fantastic mentor inside and outside his department. His kindness and empathy always generated an atmosphere of trust and mutual respect at meetings. Although his authority was natural and powerful, he never intended to bring his personal views across. His ability to listen and to guide discussions, to generate momentum, to encourage the professional and personal development of younger colleagues was unsurpassed. He built excellent international scientific collaborations and contributed significantly to the development of new drugs in atopic dermatitis. Kristian was known for his international outlook and many foreign contacts. This is underlined by the fact that he was a member of the Danish, Finnish, Swedish, Polish, French, and German dermatological societies and an honorary member of the Japanese society. He was also a board member of the International League of Dermatological Societies (ILDS) from 1997-2011. In 2000 Kristian was appointed Knight of Dannebrog for his great professional effort. His primary academic interests were atopic eczema, contact dermatitis and cutaneous lymphomas. Within these areas, he contributed significant clinical and experimental research and authored more than 240 scientific articles. He was incredibly diligent and member of the editorial boards of several scientific journals. Kristian was EADV Board member for Denmark and Scientific Programme Director for the 3rd EADV Congress in Copenhagen in 1993, and at the time also Chairman of the Danish Dermatological Society. He worked hard for the Congress and was responsible for the excellent programme and thus contributed greatly to the success of the meeting and the prestige of EADV. His fine reputation brought many excellent speakers to Copenhagen. Especially in atopic eczema it was Kristian who made it possible to keep up the tradition of the famous international symposia on atopic dermatitis organised five times by Georg Rajka in Norway, by organising one in Aarhus and finally prolonging the tradition at rotating international venues and giving them the name the “Georg Rajka Symposium”. From 2002 until 2015 Kristian was member of the Editorial Board of the Journal of the European Academy of Dermatology and Venereology (JEADV), where he continuously contributed. His last paper on cutaneous lymphoma has just gone to press and will appear soon in 2017. In 2015 he received the EADV Scientific Achievement Award at the EADV Congress in Copenhagen. As a most distinguished researcher in the field of dermatology with a great knowledge also in basic immunology, Kristian was already in the 1980s appointed as a board member of ESDR and eventually elected as the President of the society. For this and his continued engagement in ESDR and other international collaborations, he was later awarded Honorary Membership of the society. He was a very generous man, and everyone who met him remembers this. Kristian is survived by his beloved wife Grethe, his children Thomas and Louise, and their families. All of us who knew him will always feel we have lost a very special friend and motivator, and our thoughts are with Grethe and the family. Mette Deleuran Carle Paul Johannes Ring Hans Rothenborg
During the 25th Congress in Vienna, the EADV Fostering Department organised a networking event, bringing together participants and speakers from the 2016 Fostering courses, as well as attendees and lecturers at the Master Class in Athens.

Several members of the EADV Executive Committee and the EADV Fostering committees were also in attendance.

The Chairs from the Fostering Specialist Skills Committee and Trainee Education Committee welcomed the participants and gave a short presentation of the 2017 courses, highlighting the importance of the educational activities of the Academy in offering various learning opportunities to young dermatologists.

The event, which also featured an interactive quiz, was an opportunity for participants to meet and exchange ideas with colleagues from all around Europe.

With now more than 30 courses organised each year, EADV is proud to have a leading role in the dissemination of the latest research and updates on all topics of dermatology and venereology.

**COMING UP IN 2017**

**Resident Courses**
- Mycology
- Contact Dermatitis
- Bullous Diseases
- Pregnancy Dermatology
- Skin Cancer
- Advanced Paediatric Dermatology
- Advanced STIs
- Cosmetics

**Specialist Courses**
- Nail Surgery
- Moh’s Micrographic Surgery in Modern Dermatology
- Advanced Surgery
- Botox
- Dermoscopy

**Visit www.eadv.org to learn more!**
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Calendar of Events

> 2017

ISD Regional Meeting
2-5 February 2017
Dubrovnik, Croatia

16th Annual Congress of the European Society for Photodynamic Therapy in Dermatology
10-11 February 2017
Munich, Germany

2nd International Dermatology and Cosmetology Congress (INDERCOS 2017)
15-18 March 2017
Istanbul, Turkey

XII International Congress of Dermatology
18-22 April 2017
Buenos Aires, Argentina

13th Congress of the EADO (European Association of Dermato-Oncology)
3-6 May 2017
Athens, Greece

6th Congress of the European Organization of Hair Restoration Professionals - FUE Europe
18-21 May 2017
Ankara, Turkey

14th EADV Spring Symposium
25-28 May 2017
Brussels, Belgium

35th Annual Meeting of Latin American Dermatologists (RADLA)
26-29 May 2017
Bogotá, Colombia

26th EADV Congress
13-17 September 2017
Geneva, Switzerland

9th World Congress of Melanoma
18–21 October 2017
Brisbane, Australia

> 2018

15th EADV Spring Symposium
3-6 May 2018
Budva, Montenegro

5th World Congress of Dermoscopy
14-16 June 2018
Thessaloniki, Greece

27th EADV Congress
12-16 September 2018
Paris, France

> 2019

24th World Congress of Dermatology
10-15 June 2019
Milan, Italy

28th EADV Congress
9-13 October 2019
Madrid, Spain

26th World Congress of Dermatology
10-15 June 2019
Bogotá, Colombia

28th EADV Congress
9-13 October 2019
Madrid, Spain

9th World Congress of Melanoma
18–21 October 2017
Brisbane, Australia
14th EADV
Spring Symposium
Brussels, Belgium

25-28 May 2017
Square Brussels Meeting Centre
www.eadvbrussels2017.org